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Asymptomatic erythematous plaques on the 
left arm and trunk

A 23‑year‑old man presented to our department with a 3‑year 
history of asymptomatic, erythematous plaques and patches 
on the left arm and trunk. The skin lesions gradually increased 
in size over the past 2 years. There was no relevant medical 
history. Clinical examination revealed a 3 × 2 cm annular 
erythematous plaque on the left arm [Figure 1] and thin 

erythematous patches of varying sizes on the trunk [Figure 2]. 
There was no lymphadenopathy. Histopathological findings 
are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Question
What is your diagnosis?

Figure 1: A 3 cm×2 cm annular erythematous plaque on the left arm

Quiz

Figure 2: Variable‑sized erythematous patches on the trunk
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Figure 3a: Histologic findings revealed that multifocal and nodular infiltrates 
of atypical medium to large‑sized mononuclear cells up to the deep dermis 
(H and E, ×40)

Figure 3b: Multifocal and nodular infiltrates of atypical medium to large‑
sized mononuclear cells with enlarged nuclei showing one or more prominent 
nucleoli (H and E, ×400)

Figure 4a: The tumor cells expressed CD20 (immunoperoxidase staining and 
hematoxylin counterstain, ×400)

Figure 4b: The tumor cells expressed Bcl‑2 (immunoperoxidase staining and 
hematoxylin counterstain, ×400)
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Figure 4c: The tumor cells expressed Bcl‑6 (immunoperoxidase staining and 
hematoxylin counterstain, ×400)

Figure 4d: The tumor cells expressed Ki‑67 (40%) (immunoperoxidase 
staining and hematoxylin counterstain, ×400)

Figure 4e: The tumor cells expressed Kappa (immunoperoxidase staining 
and hematoxylin counterstain, ×400)

Figure 4f: The tumor cells expressed MUM1 (immunoperoxidase staining 
and hematoxylin counterstain, ×400)
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Answer
Diagnosis: Primary cutaneous diffuse large B‑cell lymphoma, 
leg type

Histological examination of the lesions revealed multifocal 
and nodular infiltrates of atypical medium to large sized 
mononuclear cells with enlarged nuclei showing one or more 
prominent nucleoli [Figure 3a and b]. Immunohistochemical 
examination revealed that the tumor cells were positive 
for CD20, Bcl‑2, Bcl‑6, ki‑67 (40%), kappa and multiple 
myeloma oncogene 1 (MUM 1) but negative for CD3, 
CD10, lambda, Epstein–Barr virus (EBV), CD21, CD23and 
CD30 [Figure 4a‑f]. Complete staging investigations including 
peripheral blood, computed tomography scans of the thorax 
and abdomen, and positron emission tomography‑computed 
tomography (PET‑CT) whole body imaging studies did not 
detect metastatic or disseminated disease. A bone marrow 
examination showed it to be uninvolved. Based on these results, 
the patient was diagnosed with primary cutaneous diffuse 
large B‑cell lymphoma, leg type, which was stage II according 
to World Health Organization–European Organization 
for Research and Treatment of Cancer  classification. Six 
cycles of chemotherapy with combination of rituximab, 
cyclophosphamide, adriamycin, vincristine and prednisone 
were administered from the hematooncology department 
every 21 days. After six cycles of chemotherapy, the patient 
achieved complete remission. Followup PET‑CT whole body 
imaging studies did not detect any metastatic or disseminated 
disease. Furthermore,  after 5‑months follow‑up biopsy of the 
lesions was negative for malignancy. He was asymptomatic 
during the follow‑up after 6 months.

Discussion
Primary cutaneous B cell lymphomas are defined as B‑cell 
phenotype tumors that are confined to the skin, with no 
evidence of extracutaneous involvement at the time of 
initial diagnosis.1 Primary cutaneous B cell lymphomas are 
categorized into primary cutaneous marginal zone B‑cell 
lymphoma, primary cutaneous follicle center lymphoma, 
primary cutaneous diffuse large B‑cell lymphoma, leg 
type and primary cutaneous diffuse large B‑cell lymphoma, 
other, according to the World Health Organization‑ European 
Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer 
classification.1 Primary cutaneous diffuse large B‑cell 
lymphoma, leg type clinically presents as a rapidly growing 
red or bluish‑red tumor located on the lower legs, with most 
occurring in elderly persons with a median age of 76 years, 
primarily in females.1,2

Although primary cutaneous diffuse large B‑cell lymphoma, 
leg type is a rare subtype comprising only 4% of all 
cutaneous lymphomas,1 some clinicians reported that diffuse 
large B‑cell lymphoma was more prevalent in Korea than in 
Western countries and primary cutaneous diffuse large B‑cell 
lymphoma, leg type was the more common type of primary 
cutaneous B cell lymphoma in Korea.3 Primary cutaneous 

diffuse large B‑cell lymphoma, leg type exhibits more 
aggressive behavior than other groups of primary cutaneous 
B cell lymphomas with a poor prognosis. Estimated 5‑year 
specific survival rates are approximately 50%.2

The differential diagnoses to consider include primary 
cutaneous follicle center lymphoma  and primary cutaneous 
marginal zone B‑cell lymphoma. Primary cutaneous follicle 
center lymphoma  characteristically shows a proliferation 
of large centrocytes, which generally do not express Bcl‑2 
or Mum‑1 and most patients showed localized cutaneous 
lesions on the head or trunk. Primary cutaneous marginal 
zone B‑cell lymphoma  can be distinguished from primary 
cutaneous diffuse large B‑cell lymphoma, leg type through 
composition of small cells with irregular nuclei.1

Follicular lymphoma is the most common indolent 
nonHodgkin lymphoma with a median age at presentation 
ranging from 60 to 70 years and is rare in patients younger 
than 40 years.4 The prognosis of follicular lymphoma in 
young adults may be more favorable than that in elderly, 
despite presenting with a similar extent of disease.4 However, 
the true prognosis of primary cutaneous diffuse large B‑cell 
lymphoma, leg type in young patients remains unclear 
and further study is needed to understand the basis of its 
clinicopathological characteristics.

This is an interesting and rare case of primary cutaneous 
diffuse large B‑cell lymphoma, leg type in a young adult who 
presented with lesions at sites other than leg. Till now, only 
one case of primary cutaneous diffuse large B‑cell lymphoma, 
leg type in adults less than 30 years of age has been reported.5 
Therefore, cutaneous lymphoma in young adults should be 
differentiated from benign skin disorders, which can have a 
similar presentation. Suspicious lesions should be biopsied 
for early diagnosis and treatment.
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